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HISTORY ◄ ◄ Case studies - Oral presentations ► Use the documents of the case studies to answer the questions by creating a 5/10-minute presentation (pictures & their references, titles and definitions allowed). The American Dream: from hope to reality CS1 LEAVING HOME FOR AMERICA: (6) Leaving home: push factors (3) What were the political, economic and social reasons why immigrants wanted to leave their country? Going to America: pull factors (3) What were the political, economic and social reasons why immigrants were attracted to America?



►



◄ Studying a source ► Studying a map a plan Immigrant neighbourhoods, Lower Manhattan, New York City.



Studying a pie chart, a circular graph European immigration to New York, 1900, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1942



CS2 ARRIVING IN AMERICA: (5 OR 6) Landing in New York City: entering the USA (3) Why was the admission process so challenging for US authorities and traumatic for immigrants, individually and collectively? Settling in America (2 or 3) Why immigrants did –or didn’t, settle in the North-East, West and South of the USA? CS3 INTEGRATION OR DISCRIMINATION?: (5 OR 6) Integration: forming a multicultural society (2 or3) How can you see that immigrants formed a cosmopolitan society with strong ethnic communities? Discrimination: victims of prejudice (3) How can you see that immigrants were excluded because they were considered as a political and socio-economic threat? CS4 DEPRIVATION OR SUCCESS?: (4) Deprivation: hard life, hard labour (2) How can you see immigrants lived and worked in terrible conditions? Success: climbing the social ladder (2) How did immigrants improve their economic situation and increase their political responsibilities? CASE STUDY 5 ◄ THE AMERICAN DREAM TODAY ► (5) Changing immigration? (3) What are the similarities and difference in the nature of immigration? The same hopes (2) What are immigrants’ hopes and were they fulfilled?



Online resources - Ressources en ligne Documents disponibles sur le site EuroVoltaire @ http://euro.voltaire.free.fr/ Topics/2-2AmericanDream.htm Si vous avez le moindre problème signalez-le par mail à [email protected] Dictionnaire en ligne (traduction, définition ou synonyme d’un mot avec sa pronunciation en anglais) @ http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/
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HISTORY 

John. F. Fitz- gerald,. Boston mayoral election card,. 1905. "When my great grandfather left here to become a cooper in East Boston, he carried nothing with him.".
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history of laboratories histoire des laboratoires history 

University of Pennsylvania, USA; Brett Delahunt, BSc Hons BMedSc MB ChB MD FRCPA FFSc ... USA; Chris Meijer, MD, PhD, VU University, The Netherlands; George Netto, MD, PhD, Johns Hopkins ...... Fox AR, Houser KH, Morris WR,.
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History - DoCuRi 

in Butuan (on the northern coast of Mindanao), Chinese settlements had sprung up in ..... still settled by the sword and punishment is doled out in accordance with ...... Travelling around the Philippines can be a culinary adventure, especially.
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History - 151617 

questions the man, examines the case and decides it justly for him. 30. 31 ..... Philippines and South Korea, Thailand had huge current-account deficits, massive ..... is quite common and is typically a sign of friendship, not sexual attraction.
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MODIFICATION HISTORY 

screen's surface to discharge. â€¢ After the power is turned ... near or on an electrically charged metal surface ...... Capacitors without voltage indication are all 50 V.
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MODIFICATION HISTORY 

solution or similar additive as this may scratch the screen's coating. ... moistened with a mild detergent solution. Do not ...... 1-247-862-91 CARBON (SMALL) 20K.
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oral history 

For my father, it was more a question of learning about a ..... learned that perhaps sometimes bad solutions are better than the alternative, which might ...... given to the Philippines independence shortly after the end of World War Two. Most.
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MODIFICATION HISTORY 

(VESA DDC)â€� or this monitor's model name as the monitor type in the. â€œControl Panelâ€� of .... Highlight the desired menu by moving the control button towards the ...
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economi-c history 

diverse routes of theirlimpact, see 'Trends in the Allocation of Resources in Secular .... The existence of the British take-off from, say, 1783, set in motion a series of .... to intrusion from more powerful or advanced neighbours: the Spanish.
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living history - Library 

Jun 19, 1995 - just nation, ready to tackle the challenges of a new century. ..... West Coast, where they joined their ships, knowing some would not survive. ..... South. Years later, when I chaired the Arkansas Education Standards Committee, I real-
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CARPROOF Vehicle History Reports 

28 mai 2015 - Year/Make/Model: 2014 MERCEDES-BENZ E. 350 4MATIC. Body Style: SEDAN. Country of Assembly: Germany. Cylinders: 6. Fuel Type: Gas.
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editorial - Lovelock Family History 

Lovelock and Robert Sterry, we have also had some very active new ... descendants and to put faces to the names of people I had corresponded with in the .... (c)Finally, by way of literary update, Bob sends â€œmuch-belated congratulations to Yann ...
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Jewish History in Europe 

very eclectic group from Jews, genealogist researchers, artists... So the works of ... This is particularly important in Poland and Russia where were living before ...
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History of spins.pdf 

perience, invariably fatal, but Raynham somehow managed to recover control. "What caused this strange mystery, no one knew; some supposed it was sim-.
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history of apple computers 

Macintosh LC. Power Macintosh. Power Macintosh G3. IMac. PowerBook. PowerBook G4. PowerBook G5. MacBook. MacBook Pro. MacBook Air. Apple Newton.
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The History Press 

Oct 6, 2016 - AUTHOR. JONATHAN WALKER is a member of the British Commission for. Military History and an Honorary Research Associate at the ..... expert in the field .... Exploring the theories and ..... The JSSL curriculum was brilliant.
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history 

Le Poulet d'Origine Française. Corn Fed Chicken from Landes, Parsley Root, Roasting Jus or. Le Bœuf. Japanese Miyazaki Beef (A5), Root Vegetable, Split Jus.
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history of the magneto 

Aug 24, 1971 - aircraft magneto. The greatest problem now facing the aircraft magneto is field service. The amount of magneto service normally performed in ...
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History of Recurve Bows 

May 9, 2005 - It explains how old static recurve bows work, and development of them and doesn't have pretension to be all around article on bow history.
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Theory, concept and history 

Karl Marx. 1818-1883. Human society progresses through class struggle â€“ the conflict of the ... most wickedest of things for the greatest good of everyoneâ€�.
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A Kelton History 

The. Americans didn't want to jeopardize the TIMEX brand which was famous in the US, they differentiated the French production by giving it another name.
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6 Advertising History 

P l-P 5. Oblique dimension, convertible-top support, front side section. 1033.1 ...... tion values for the short-stroke lowering function, position-controlled lowering ...
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Medieval English urban history 

Feb 28, 2001 - r Fifteenth Century Life: An Annotated Bibliography ... r Domesday Book and Beyond: Three Essays in the Early History of ..... r A Medieval Response to Municipal Pollution .... hamlet south-west of the conglomeration that came to form 
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English Poor Law History 

the closing years of the 19th century ; and it was challenged with ..... blind spots, and some of these are visible in their book The State ...... Vestry Minutes, West Lulworth ; The Parish and the County, by. S. and .... For some vagrants, accountin
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